Context Humans structure landscapes for the production of food, fibre and fuel, commonly resulting in declines of non-provisioning ecosystem services (ESs). Heterogeneous landscapes are capable of providing multiple ESs, and landscape configuration-spatial arrangement of land cover in the landscape-is expected to affect ES capacity. However, the majority of ES mapping studies have not accounted for landscape configuration. Objectives Our objective is to assess and quantify the relevance of configuration for mapping ES capacity. A review of empirical evidence for configuration effects on the capacity of ten ESs reveals that for four ESs configuration is relevant but typically ignored in ES quantification. For four ESs we quantify the relevance of configuration for mapping ESs using Scotland as a case study. Methods Each ES was quantified through modelling, respectively ignoring or accounting for configuration. The difference in ES capacity between the two ES models was determined at multiple spatial scales. Results Configuration affected the capacity of all four ESs mapped, particularly at the cell and watershed scale. At the scale of Scotland most local effects averaged out. Flood control and sediment retention responded strongest to configuration. ESs were affected by different aspects of configuration, thus requiring specific methods for mapping each ES. Conclusions Accounting for configuration is important for the assessment of certain ESs at the cell and watershed scale. Incorporating configuration in landscape management provides opportunities for spatial optimization of ES capacity, but the diverging response of ESs to configuration suggests that accounting for configuration involves trade-offs between ESs.
Introduction
Many regions in the world have been transformed to large, homogeneous agricultural areas to meet increasing demands for food, fibre and fuel (Klein Goldewijk Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (doi:10.1007/s10980-016-0345-2) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users.
2001; Foley et al. 2005; Monfreda et al. 2008) . The focus on providing food, fibre and fuel has often resulted in declines of non-provisioning ecosystem services (ESs) (Foley et al. 2005; Rodríguez et al. 2006; Bennett et al. 2009; Power 2010) . In the upcoming decades pressures on ES capacity, the potential of an ecosystem to supply an ecosystem function or service without consideration of ES demand, are expected to grow, while demand for almost all ESs is increasing (Alcamo et al. 2005; Millenium Ecosystem Assessment 2005) . Some landscapes provide high levels of a single ES. Interest in multifunctional landscapes, capable of providing multiple ESs simultaneously, is rising (Bennett et al. 2009; Jones et al. 2013; Qiu and Turner 2013; Schindler et al. 2014) . A multifunctional landscape is thought to be affected by its spatial heterogeneity and can be managed through the landscape structure (Macfadyen et al. 2012; Jones et al. 2013) . Unravelling the relation between ESs and landscape heterogeneity is crucial for determining the promises of multifunctional landscapes (Bennett et al. 2009; Jones et al. 2013) .
Heterogeneity in land cover within and between landscapes can affect ES capacity both directly and indirectly. Heterogeneity directly affects ES capacity through ecological processes (e.g. the flow and retention of water and nutrients) or indirectly through positive effects on biodiversity (Wiens 2002; Lovett et al. 2005; Fahrig et al. 2011; Stein et al. 2014 ). Species richness is positively correlated to heterogeneity in land cover (Stein et al. 2014) and, although many uncertainties remain, species richness and other biodiversity indicators are positively correlated to ESs (Balvanera et al. 2006; Cardinale et al. 2012; Mace et al. 2012; Balvanera et al. 2014; Harrison et al. 2014) . These direct and indirect effects suggest that the capacity of some ESs is affected by landscape heterogeneity. Landscape heterogeneity can be broken down into two components: (1) the composition, in terms of the type(s) of land cover; and (2) the configuration, the spatial arrangement of land cover types (Fahrig and Nuttle 2005; Jones et al. 2013) .
The mapping of ESs is a common tool to assess ES capacity. Although many studies focus on mapping the capacity of ESs, these studies commonly do not account for landscape configuration. Mapping ES capacity is often linked to the landscape composition, using land cover proxies Martínez-Harms and Balvanera 2012) . The link between ES capacity and landscape configuration has been studied in field experiments (Liu et al. 2012; Andersson et al. 2013; Mitchell et al. 2014 ) but is rarely incorporated in studies mapping ESs. In studies mapping ES, the combined effects of landscape composition and configuration were incorporated by relating landscape metrics to ES values (Sherrouse et al. 2011) , ecological functioning (Frank et al. 2012) and ES capacity (Laterra et al. 2012) . Lautenbach et al. (2011) mapped three ESs using indicators sensitive to landscape configuration. Changes in ES capacity, following land cover change, could not be fully explained by changes in landscape composition alone, concluding that some ESs can only be quantified if indicators account for configuration as well . Recently, Mitchell et al. (2015a) showed that fragmentation affects ESs capacity at the landscape level and at the cell level by modelling the capacity of an ES for a set of hypothetical landscapes. So far a comprehensive assessment of the relative effects of composition and configuration on a wider set of ESs is missing. The absence of studies on the relation between the components of landscape heterogeneity and ES capacity hampers landscape management for multiple ESs and fails to provide specific guidance beyond generic ideas like ''heterogeneity is good'' (Macfadyen et al. 2012) .
The aim of this paper is to assess and quantify the importance of landscape configuration for mapping the capacity of ESs. In particular, we aim to distinguish between the effects of landscape composition and configuration on ESs in approaches to map ESs across larger regions. We start with a short overview of empirical evidence relating landscape configuration to ES capacity, focusing on studies in temperate and continental climates. Based on the evidence from field studies we account for the effect of landscape configuration on mapping ES capacity by comparing two ES models, one with and one without landscape configuration. Scotland is used as case study site.
Empirical evidence for a relation between landscape configuration and ES capacity

Review approach
To determine which ESs can be expected to be sensitive to landscape configuration, we performed a literature search for field studies and reviews relating landscape configuration to ES capacity. For ten commonly studied ESs with relevance to Scotland (Aspinall et al. 2011; Seppelt et al. 2011) , we searched the ISI Web of Science database (timeframe: 1990 (timeframe: -May 2014 , using a variety of search terms for landscape configuration, accounting for the diversity in terminology in the literature (see Supplementary material 1). For selection and reviewing of papers, we primarily focused on the relation between landscape configuration and ES capacity, but, if relevant, we also incorporated effects of landscape heterogeneity or compositional heterogeneity. Of the first 50 papers returned per combination of ES and landscape configuration term (as ranked by 'relevance' in Web of Science) we scanned title and abstract. Since we use Scotland as a case study area we focused our review on studies from temperate and continental climates. When studies from the tropics were included this is mentioned in the text. Following previous literature reviews (Harrison et al. 2014; Stein et al. 2014) , the set of papers was next expanded using the snowballing technique. The snowballing technique was used because the initial set of papers primarily returned papers on general search terms, whereas papers on specific terms, such as patch size, were largely absent.
Based on the literature review we distinguished four aspects of configuration that can affect ES capacity. First, ES capacity is affected by the specific location of land cover types (e.g., Ricketts et al. 2008; Acreman and Holden 2013) . Examples include discrete classes (riparian vs. non-riparian) or distance between land cover and a specific feature (e.g. roads, farms or streams). Second, ES capacity is affected by the use and structure of multiple patches (e.g., Bodin et al. 2006; Ludwig et al. 2007; Liu et al. 2012; Bateni et al. 2013) , such as foraging behaviour or nutrient flows through a landscape. Third, ES capacity is affected by the structure of a single patch, such as patch size or edge effects (e.g., Forman 1995; Macfadyen and Muller 2013) . Fourth, ES capacity is affected by the presence of linear elements, such as hedgerows and grass margins (e.g., Falloon et al. 2004; Pollard and Holland 2006; Borin et al. 2010) . We included linear elements, because of their effect on the spatial patterning of land cover and their expected importance for a subset of ESs. Below we summarize the main results from the literature review.
Review results
There is evidence for an effect of configuration on ES capacity for four ESs, namely nutrient retention, pollination, landscape aesthetics and sediment retention (Table 1) . The evidence for an effect of configuration on crop production, flood control and pest control is mixed. No evidence is found for a relation between landscape configuration and carbon sequestration. Our literature search did not yield studies on the relation between landscape configuration and wood production or cattle farming. We first discuss the ESs for which there is no or mixed evidence, followed by ESs affected by landscape configuration.
No evidence is found for a relation between landscape configuration and carbon sequestration. Soil organic carbon shows no difference along a gradient of landscape heterogeneity (Williams and Hedlund 2013) and hedgerows only locally increase soil organic carbon (D'Acunto et al. 2014) . In tropical systems forest fragmentation and edge effects result in a decrease in carbon sequestration (de Paula et al. 2011; Laurance et al. 2011 ) but preliminary evidence suggests that in temperate regions carbon sequestration is unaffected in forest edges (Ziter et al. 2014) .
Crop production is affected by configuration but these effects are often indirect, due to time lags or ES interactions. In the UK, returns from crop production are reduced, but show less annual variation in landscapes with a higher diversity of agricultural land uses (Abson et al. 2013) . Increases in crop production in France-following the disappearance of seminatural habitat and linear elements-decline with increasing dependency of the crop on pollination (Deguines et al. 2014 ). Crop production is reduced at field edges, especially when the field edge is adjacent to tree lines or hedges (Sparkes et al. 1998; Foereid et al. 2002) , but in general effects are considered to be local and small compared to total crop production (Borin et al. 2010) .
Pest control constitutes of the interaction between pest species and natural enemies. A review and metaanalysis of pest control studies both show that natural enemy populations respond positively to increasing landscape complexity (Bianchi et al. 2006; ChaplinKramer et al. 2011 ). An increase in natural enemy populations does not necessarily translate into increased pest control, because pest species populations can also respond positively to increasing Landscape Ecol (2016 ) 31:1457 -1479 1459 landscape complexity (Bianchi et al. 2006; ChaplinKramer et al. 2011) . The same issue applies to studies on linear elements and pest control, although Morandin et al. (2014) show that fields adjacent to hedgerows less frequently reach pest pressure levels that require insecticides use. For flood control there is evidence for an effect of configuration on ES capacity. The location of land cover affects runoff. For example, the percentage of rainfall that resulted in runoff decreased with increasing upstream area, attributed to infiltration of runoff along the flow path (Mayor et al. 2011) . Linear elements can greatly reduce runoff (Borin et al. 2010) and in the UK the presence of individual trees and shelterbelts increases the infiltration capacity of grazed pastures (Marshall et al. 2009 ). The effect of land cover depends however on the amount of rainfall and diminishes with increasing soil saturation (Lull Pisani et al. (2013) , Macfadyen and Muller (2013) , Veres et al. (2013) , Bianchi et al. (2013) , Martin et al. (2013) , Rusch et al. (2013) , Mitchell et al. (2014) , Morandin et al. (2014) f Svensson et al. (2000) , Kells et al. (2001) , Potts et al. (2003) , Kremen et al. (2004) , Bodin et al. (2006) , Williams and Kremen (2007) , Ricketts et al. (2008) , Winfree et al. (2009), Isaacs and Kirk (2010) , Kennedy et al. (2013) , Morandin and Kremen (2013) , Rollin et al. (2013) , Bailey et al. (2014) , Stanley and Stout (2014) g de la Fuente de Val et al. (2006) , Dramstad et al. (2006) , Borin et al. (2010) , Kienast et al. (2012 ), van Zanten et al. (2014 h Castelle et al. (1994) , Bartley et al. (2006) , Ludwig et al. (2007) , Bu et al. (2008) , Lenka et al. (2012) , Yang et al. (2012) , Shi et al. (2013) and Reinhart 1972; Calder 2007; Acreman and Holden 2013) . In mountainous catchments the riparian zone dominates the runoff response and intercepts high amounts of nutrients but also contributes most to runoff during conditions of high soil saturation (von Freyberg et al. 2014) . Forests can store large amounts of water but during larger rainfall events forest areas in the tropics produce more runoff than non-forested areas because of quick soil saturation and increased base flow (Sriwongsitanon and Taesombat 2011) .
There is evidence for a relation between landscape configuration and the ESs nutrient retention, sediment retention, pollination and landscape aesthetics. Each ES is however affected by different aspects of landscape configuration (Table 1) . Sediment retention and nutrient retention, here limited to nitrogen, respond largely similar to configuration. Retention services are affected by the location of land cover, especially riparian vegetation (Castelle et al. 1994; Johnson et al. 1997 ) and the structure of multiple patches, both at landscape scale (Liu et al. 2012; Bateni et al. 2013) and at the hillslope scale in the tropics (Bartley et al. 2006; Ludwig et al. 2007 ). Buffer strips and wetlands can intercept high amounts of nutrients and sediment (Castelle et al. 1994; Heathwaite et al. 1998) .
Pollination, here limited to pollination by wild bees, is affected by all aspects of landscape configuration. Pollination capacity is affected by the location of land cover types. Abundance and visitation rates of bees to cropland strongly decrease with increasing distance between cropland and bee habitat (Ricketts et al. 2008) . Moreover, pollination capacity is affected by the structure of multiple and single patches. Bees require both nesting sites and floral resources in close proximity (Potts et al. 2003; Williams and Kremen 2007) . Forest edges typically harbour more nesting opportunities and floral resources than interior forest sites (Svensson et al. 2000; Kells and Goulson 2003) . Last, linear elements can provide important habitat for bee species and reduce flight distances. Stanley and Stout (2014) found large overlap between pollinators visiting oil seed rape crops and wild flowers in hedgerows, even during mass flowering of the crops, suggesting that hedgerows can be an important additional floral resource.
Landscape aesthetics, here a combination of recreation potential and landscape aesthetics, is influenced by the structure of multiple patches. Several studies stress the importance of compositional and configurational heterogeneity for recreation (de la Fuente de Val et al. 2006; Dramstad et al. 2006; Kienast et al. 2012) . Moreover, a metaanalysis on landscape preferences showed that a mosaic landscape is more appreciated than either an agricultural or natural dominated landscape (van Zanten et al. 2014) . The presence of linear elements resulted in a wide variety of responses in landscape preferences, making generalization difficult (van Zanten et al. 2014 ).
Comparison to ES mapping studies
We performed a review of ES mapping studies to determine whether these studies account for configuration. Studies mapping ES capacity were selected from a database of 271 ES case studies published until 1.8.2013 , and extended by Lautenbach et al. 2015) . Of the 271 papers in the database, 73 studies mapped ES. We incorporated studies mapping nutrient and sediment retention, landscape aesthetics and pollination. Furthermore, we included studies mapping flood control because configuration affects flood control under certain conditions. Per mapping study we checked whether the study accounted for configuration in mapping the ESs and which of the four aspects of configuration were incorporated. The majority of ES mapping studies (65 %) does not account for configuration in mapping ES capacity ( Table 2 ). Studies that account for configuration do not always account for all aspects of configuration. None of the studies mapping landscape aesthetics capacity account for configuration. Only for nutrient retention the majority of studies (73 %) accounts for configuration. For nutrient and sediment retention, studies that account for configuration commonly use the InVEST model (Kareiva et al. 2011) . Linear elements are never incorporated in the assessment. Based on the findings from the two literature reviews we conclude that there is a potential gap in accounting for configuration for mapping the ES capacity of flood control, sediment retention, landscape aesthetics and pollination.
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Mapping ES capacity
Following the results of the literature review we quantified and mapped the capacity of four ESs for Scotland: flood control, sediment retention, landscape aesthetics and pollination. Nutrient retention was omitted because configuration affects nutrient retention and sediment retention in a similar way (Table 1) and the majority of studies mapping nutrient retention accounted for configuration (Table 2) . Per ES, the capacity was modelled using two different modelling approaches, which were compared to understand the effect of accounting for configuration in ES quantification and mapping. First, ES capacity was quantified based on landscape composition only (referred to as ''composition model'' hereafter), and second, ES capacity was quantified based on both landscape composition and configuration (referred to as ''configuration model'' hereafter). All ES models were, where possible, based on existing modelling approaches and were kept as simple as possible to distil the configuration effect. Land cover was obtained from the 2007 UK land cover map (lcm2007) raster version at 25 m resolution (referred to as ''cell'' hereafter) (CEH 2011) .
The composition models for all ESs were largely based on land cover proxies: each cell was assigned a single value per ES, based on its land cover. Land cover proxies do not account for configuration, i.e. the projected ES capacity is always the same for a cell of a given land cover type, irrespective of landscape configuration (Burkhard et al. 2009 ). In other words, the ES land cover proxies balance all possible landscape configurations and ultimately represent the on-average effect of landscape configuration. In all models, we assumed that the composition model represents the ES capacity based on the landscape composition and the average configuration effect. Hence, the larger the deviations of the configuration model from the composition model, the larger the effect of accounting for configuration on ES capacity. Following this rationale, accounting for landscape configuration can increase or decrease a cell's ES capacity, as projected by the composition model. We refer to an increase (decrease) as a positive (negative) effect of landscape configuration on ES capacity. Per model we explain the calculation of the average configuration effect below. Detailed descriptions of all composition and configuration models are provided in Supplementary material 2.
Sediment retention capacity
Sediment retention capacity was mapped using InVEST (Kareiva et al. 2011 ). The InVEST model has been extensively documented (Kareiva et al. 2011) , but a short summary of the main components is included here. In the InVEST model, sediment retention consists of (i) sediment retention at the cell and (ii) filtration of sediment input from upstream cells. Sediment retention at the cell was calculated using the revised universal soil loss equation (Renard et al. 1997) , based on rainfall, soil erodibility, topography, 
Flood control capacity
In the composition model, flood control capacity was quantified using land cover proxies for flood protection from Burkhard et al. (2012) . Burkhard et al. (2012) assigned a value (0-5) per ES to each CORINE land cover type, based on field studies and expert assessment. The values from the ES matrix were divided by five to range from 0 to 1, as has been done by others before (Schulp et al. 2014a; Stoll et al. 2014 ).
As we used lcm2007 land cover data, we transferred the land cover proxies per CORINE land cover class to the closest lcm2007 class (Supplementary material 1) . In the configuration model, flood control capacity of a cell depended on the land cover of that cell (composition model) and on the location of the cell along the flow path. Following Chan et al. (2006), we calculated the flow accumulation value (FACC) per cell as the number of upstream cells, irrespective of land cover type, potentially transporting water into a single cell. The FACC accounts for the position of the cell within a watershed relative to the flow path. Per watershed we calculated the average FACC value of all cells in the watershed. The FACC value of a cell was scaled relative to the average FACC of the watershed to which the cell belonged, indicating that cells with a high amount of upstream area contribute more to flood control. Modelled effects of landscape composition and configuration do not apply under conditions of full soil saturation.
Landscape aesthetic capacity
In the composition model landscape aesthetic capacity was quantified using land cover proxies for ''landscape aesthetics and inspiration'' from Burkhard et al. (2014) . As for flood control, we transferred the land cover proxies per CORINE land cover to the closest lcm2007 land cover. In the configuration model, landscape aesthetics capacity depended on the land cover proxy (composition model) and the surrounding land cover diversity. Land cover diversity assigned to a cell was determined by two factors: the landscape type surrounding a cell, and the land cover diversity within that landscape type. on landscape aesthetics potential, we applied the same methodology to all landscapes in Scotland.
Pollination capacity
Pollination capacity per cell was quantified with land cover proxies from Zulian et al. (2013) , who present separate land cover proxies for nesting suitability and floral resource availability for bees per CORINE land cover type. In the composition model, pollination capacity was mapped using the nesting suitability scores. Following Lautenbach et al. (2011) , nesting suitability values for wild bees were not assigned to cropland. As for landscape aesthetics and flood control, we transferred the land cover proxies per CORINE land cover to the closest lcm2007 land cover. In the configuration model, pollination capacity was quantified using the InVEST pollination model (Lonsdorf et al. 2011) . In InVEST, pollination capacity of a cell depends on the nesting suitability of a cell, floral resource availability within the surroundings of nesting cells, and the distance between nesting cells and cropland. Land cover proxies for floral resource availability were obtained from Zulian et al. (2013) .
Compared to the InVEST model, three adjustments were made. First, following Zulian et al. (2013) we accounted for edge effects by assigning separate values for nesting suitability and floral resource availability to forest interior and edge cells. Forest edge cells were defined as those cells within 50 m from other land cover types. Second, in InVEST the effect of floral resource availability on pollination capacity declines with distance (Lonsdorf et al. 2011 ). We applied a maximum bee flight distance of 500 m following Lautenbach et al. (2011) . Per cell, we additionally calculated the average floral resource availability within a 500-m radius from the nesting cell without accounting for distance decay or edge effects.
We adjusted the InVEST model by scaling the floral resource availability per nesting cell, after accounting for distance decay and edge effects, relative to the average floral resource availability. Third, in InVEST pollination capacity of a site declined with increasing distance from cropland cells (Lonsdorf et al. 2011) . In contrast to InVEST, we assigned pollination capacity scores to the nesting cells and not to cropland cells. Furthermore, we calculated the average distance decay effect for distance to cropland, again using a 500-m radius. If the 500 m radius would be split at 353.55 m, the area of the inner and outer circle would be equal and both circles could potentially hold the same amount of cropland cells. The average distance decay effect is therefore calculated as the distance decay effect at 353.55 m. The effect of distance to cropland per cell was scaled relative to the average distance decay effect. In both the composition and configuration model, pollination capacity was only assigned to nesting sites within 500 m of cropland.
Comparing ES composition and configuration models
We compared the ES composition and configuration models to assess the effect of accounting for configuration on the level of ES capacity and the spatial pattern of ES capacity across scales. First, we calculated the effect of accounting for configuration on mapping ES capacity per cell as the difference in the ES capacity between the configuration and composition model divided by the ES capacity of the composition model (referred to as ''relative effect''). A positive (negative) relative effect of configuration means that accounting for configuration increases (decreases) the ES capacity. Second, we mapped the percentage difference per cell to assess spatial patterns across Scotland and within a single watershed. The percentage difference is simply the relative effect multiplied by 100 %. Third, we calculated the average of the absolute percentage difference in ES capacity for all cells, all watersheds, and for Scotland as a whole. The last analysis accounts for the absolute effect of configuration across scales and does not account for positive and negative effects of configuration on mapping ES capacity. Next to the comparison of the ES models we tested whether the percentage difference between the composition and configuration model per cell could be approximated using landscape metrics. We calculated the correlation between three landscape metrics and the difference in ES capacity using Pearson's correlation coefficients. A high correlation would indicate that a particular landscape metric could be used to account for the effect of configuration on mapping that ES. We selected three landscape metrics: a landscape composition metric (% natural vegetation), a compositional heterogeneity metric (land cover richness) and a landscape configuration metric (patch density). Patches were identified as cells of identical land cover within an eight cell neighbourhood. Patch density equalled the total number of patches in an area (summed over all land cover types). According to results from our literature review, the structure of multiple patches, including patch density, was related to sediment retention, pollination and landscape aesthetics. A preliminary analysis showed that patch density is highly correlated with edge density. Previous research showed that edge density is a good predictor of sediment retention (Uuemaa et al. 2005; Liu et al. 2012) . Correlations with many more landscape metrics could have been tested, but we decided to only select three metrics that are readily explained, and hence can serve to draft hypotheses on the relation between configuration and ES capacity. For the services flood control and sediment retention we additionally calculated the distance per cell to the closest stream or river per watershed (''distance to water''). The correlations were calculated for a sample of the data to reduce potential bias from spatial autocorrelation. We sampled 10 % of all cells with a minimum distance of 100 m between each cell. For pollination, a separate sample was taken only from the nesting sites within 500 m of cropland. Per cell, the landscape metrics were calculated on the land cover within 250, 500 and 1000 m radii to assess the sensitivity of the correlation for the selected radii. All statistical analysis were conducted in R (R Core Team 2013) including the additional packages 'bigmemory' (Kane et al. 2013 ) and 'reshape' (Wickham 2007) .
Results
Difference between the ES composition and configuration models
For all four ES mapped here, incorporating landscape configuration changes ES capacity compared to incorporating landscape composition alone. The ES capacity of all ESs differs between the composition and the configuration model although the effect depends on the level of aggregation (national, watershed and cell). Differences between the composition and configuration model are largest at the cell scale (Table 3 ). At the cell scale, flood control is affected most strongly by configuration, followed by sediment retention and pollination. Accounting for configuration does not have a strong effect on landscape aesthetics at the cell level. At the watershed scale differences between the composition and configuration model are smaller on average, but certain watersheds show large differences. Especially watersheds with little remaining natural vegetation are very sensitive to the spatial arrangement of natural vegetation. At the watershed scale, pollination is affected most strongly by configuration followed by flood control. Accounting for configuration has a small effect on ES capacity of sediment retention and landscape aesthetics. At the national scale differences between the composition and configuration models for ES capacity are small for all ESs (Table 3 ). In general, accounting for configuration makes substantial difference on the level of ES capacity at the cell scale and at the watershed scale. For the whole of Scotland local effects of configuration average out and in general hardly affect the ES capacity. At the cell scale, the relative effect of configuration on ES capacity differs per ES (Fig. 1) . The relative effect of configuration to ES capacity shows a large range per ES, being both positive and negative for all ESs depending on location. Positive values indicate that the configuration model projects a higher ES capacity than the composition model for a given cell. Negative values indicate the opposite: the configuration model projects lower values of ES capacity than the composition model. There are some clear differences between ESs in the relative effect of b Fig. 2 Percentage difference between the composition and configuration model per cell for Scotland. A percentage decrease means that accounting for configuration results in an decrease in ES capacity, and vice versa. The maps only depict the result for mainland Scotland, excluding all islands. For flood control, urban areas were assigned a value of zero for flood control potential in the composition model, resulting in no difference between the composition and configuration models (areas in grey). For pollination, there are many cells with ''no value'' as we did not assign values for pollination potential for cropland cells and for habitat cells further than 500 m away from cropland composition and configuration to ES capacity. For sediment retention and flood control, the relative effect of configuration is often larger and negative, resulting in a decrease in the mapped ES capacity. For pollination and landscape aesthetics, the relative contribution of configuration is often smaller and the contribution to ES capacity is evenly distributed between positive and negative effects. To conclude, accounting for configuration is likely to have a larger effect on mapping the ES capacity for flood control and sediment retention compared to pollination and landscape aesthetics at the cell scale. For most cells accounting for configuration will reduce the mapped ES capacity for flood control and sediment retention for the majority of cells.
Spatial pattern of differences between composition and configuration models
The differences between the composition and configuration models differs per location for all ESs but only shows a spatial pattern for landscape aesthetics for the whole of Scotland (Fig. 2) . Landscape aesthetics capacity decreases in areas with homogeneous land cover, being either agricultural-dominated or having large areas of natural land cover. Landscape aesthetics capacity increases at the edges of the agricultural areas, where the landscape aesthetics capacity of both agricultural and natural land cover is positively influenced by the diversity of land cover types in close proximity. For example, cropland areas are mainly located along the eastern shore of Scotland where large areas show a decrease in ES capacity. At the edge of these cropland areas landscape aesthetics capacity increases because of a mix of natural and artificial land cover types.
To illustrate the effect of configuration at smaller spatial scales we mapped the difference between the composition and configuration model within a single watershed (Fig. 3) . This particular watershed was selected because it has a gradient in dominant land cover type from dominant natural land cover in the northern part to dominant agricultural land cover in the southern part, and a mix of agricultural and natural land cover in the central part. Within this watershed the differences between the composition and configuration models show a spatial pattern for all ESs, resulting in areas with a predominant increase or decrease in ES capacity. The resulting spatial pattern differs per ESs. For flood control, the spatial pattern is similar throughout the watershed. Flood control capacity increases strongly along flow paths and closer to water courses, whereas it decreases in most cells located further away from water courses. For sediment retention, the spatial pattern of the differences between the ES models is dependent on the dominant land cover type. In areas dominated by agricultural land cover sediment retention capacity primarily decreases, while it increases for land cover adjacent to streams and rivers. Agricultural land cover has a low filtration capacity resulting in sediment accumulation towards the stream. In areas dominated by natural vegetation sediment retention capacity mostly increases, while it decreases for land cover closest and furthest away from streams and rivers. Many natural land cover types have a high filtration capacity meaning that most sediment is intercepted close to the source and there is no sediment accumulation towards the stream. Pollination capacity is only assessed for natural land cover in the agriculturaldominated area, because of the maximum distance of 500 m between cropland and nesting sites. Pollination capacity predominantly shows little difference between the composition and configuration model. Increased pollination capacity is observed for smaller habitat patches and for edge habitats, whereas decreased pollination capacity is observed in the interior of larger habitat patches. Landscape aesthetics show a similar spatial pattern of the differences between the composition and configuration model within a watershed as at the national scale.
Landscape metrics and the difference between the composition and configuration model Correlations between landscape metrics and the difference between the composition and configuration b Fig. 3 Percentage difference between the composition and configuration model per cell within a watershed. A percentage decrease means that accounting for configuration results in an decrease in ES capacity, and vice versa. For pollination, there are many cells with ''no value'' as we did not assign values for pollination potential for cropland cells and for habitat cells further than 500 m away from cropland. This particular watershed was selected because it represents a gradient in dominant land cover type from natural dominated land cover in the north to agricultural dominated land cover in the south. We merged some land cover classification categories in the top left figure for illustrational purposes model range from the absence of any correlation at all radii for flood control and sediment retention to moderate correlations for pollination and landscape aesthetics (Table 4) . Landscape aesthetics shows a relatively high correlation with ''patch density'' and ''land cover richness'', especially at 250 m radius. This correlation decreases with increasing radii. Pollination shows a correlation with ''patch density'' and ''land cover richness'' up to 500 m. Flood control and sediment retention show no correlation with landscape metrics. ''Distance to water'', as a simple proxy for the flow accumulation, shows low correlation with flood control and no correlation with sediment retention.
Discussion
Landscape configuration and ESs in field studies
We started our analysis by reviewing the empirical evidence for a relation between landscape configuration and ten ESs. We found evidence for a relation between landscape configuration and nutrient retention, pollination, landscape aesthetics and sediment retention. Moreover, there is evidence for a relation between landscape configuration and flood control, for unsaturated soils. The results from the review are likely to be applicable outside Scotland because our review incorporated studies from sites in temperate and continental climates. Mitchell et al. (2013) performed a review on landscape connectivity and ESs, highlighting that there is a lack of empirical studies on the relation between landscape connectivity and ESs and only finding a clear relation between landscape connectivity and pollination. In line with the findings from Mitchell et al. (2013) we conclude that the number of studies that assess the relationships between landscape configuration and ESs remains limited and that empirical evidence for the relationship remains scarce. In contrast to their review we found evidence for a relation between landscape configuration and pollination as well as for four additional ESs. In our review we included a broader definition of configuration effects in relation to ES capacity and we included studies from outside the ES community, which could explain the difference between the two reviews. Our review also highlighted that different aspects of configuration affect ES capacity. In a recent conceptual paper, Mitchell et al. (2015a, b) identified four possible ways in which landscape fragmentation affects ES capacity, namely increased interspersion of land cover, increased isolation, reduced patch size and increased edges. The first three aspects of the framework by Mitchell et al. (2015a, b) would in our classification be grouped together under ''configuration of multiple patches'' and are expected to have an effect on pollination, landscape aesthetics, erosion control and nutrient retention. The fourth aspect, an increased amount of forest edges is according to our review expected to affect pollination. In addition to the framework suggested by Mitchell et al. (2015a, b) we incorporated the specific location of land cover that affects flood control and linear elements that affect pollination, erosion control and nutrient retention.
Consequences for mapping ES capacity
Models and indicators for mapping ESs do not commonly account for configuration. Our results suggest that for particular ESs, when quantified at the watershed or cell scale, it is important to account for configuration. The effect of accounting for configuration changes with the resolution of the analysis. This has important consequences for mapping ESs. ES assessments interested in the quantification of the level of ES capacity at large, national, scales do not have to account for configuration effects as local effects of configuration largely average out. Although the total ES capacity at the national scale is hardly affected configuration does change the locations with higher and lower ES capacity at the national scale. At the watershed and cell scale, accounting for configuration can affect the level of ES capacity. Only for landscape aesthetics accounting for configuration had a small effect on the level of ES capacity at all scales. For a hypothetical landscape, Mitchell et al. (2015a) showed that landscape fragmentation effects on ESs are non-linear from the cell to the landscape scale. The notion that the effects of configuration on ESs are scale dependent (Fahrig et al. 2011; Mitchell et al. 2015a) , is confirmed by our results. In our models, configuration had a different effect on mapping ESs at the cell and the watershed scale. Flood control and sediment retention were strongly affected by configuration at the cell scale. Pollination was less strongly affected by configuration at the cell scale but accounting for configuration at the watershed scale had the strongest effect on pollination. For sediment retention local negative and positive effects of configuration tended to average out at the watershed scale. Mapping of flood control was still affected by configuration at the watershed scale. Our review highlighted that landscape configuration shapes erosion and runoff processes at the scale of individual hillslopes and watersheds. Assessment tools have been developed that can account for the different erosion and runoff processes at hillslope and watershed scale which could be implemented in ES mapping studies (Goodrich et al. 2011) .
Accounting for configuration in ES mapping can partly address issues raised by previous researchers on mapping ESs using solely landscape composition. In the UK, Eigenbrod et al. (2010) showed that using landscape composition models to map ESs resulted in a mismatch with primary data on ESs. This mismatch is attributed to three types of generalization errors (Plummer 2009 ), of which the uniformity error can be accounted for by configuration. The uniformity error is associated with the assumption that a land cover type supplies the same amount of ES capacity irrespective of for example patch size, management history or location in the landscape. ES mapping that accounts for configuration can incorporate effects of patch size and location in the landscape, and could thus partly address the uniformity error.
We tested whether certain commonly-used landscape metrics can be used to proxy the configuration effect in mapping ESs. Only for landscape aesthetics, we found a correlation between the change in modelled ES capacity and the landscape metrics ''land cover richness'' and ''patch density''. The correlation diminished with increasing radii over which the landscape metrics were calculated. Care should be taken in interpretation and generalization of this result. For land cover richness the high correlation may be explained by the use of SHDI to account for land cover diversity in our configuration model. Moreover, at 250 m radius ''land cover richness'' and ''patch density'' are highly correlated (0.95). Lastly, the correlation is likely highest at 250 m radius, because we used a constant view shed of 200 m in the model. Spatial autocorrelation in the landscape metrics can contribute to the correlations found at larger resolutions. Nonetheless the correlation between the two landscape metrics and the difference between the composition and configuration model for landscape aesthetics capacity is high, irrespective of the dominant land cover type. Our findings are in line with previous research finding opportunities to assess landscape aesthetics using SHDI and patch density for landscapes in Germany (Frank et al. 2013) . ''Land cover richness'' and ''patch density'' within the direct surroundings of a cell are therefore likely to be appropriate proxies for the change in modelled landscape aesthetic capacity at the cell level due to configuration.
Landscape Ecol (2016 Ecol ( ) 31:1457 Ecol ( -1479 Ecol ( 1471 We found no or only very weak correlation between changes in modelled ES capacity and the tested landscape metrics for the other ESs. Previous research showed that landscape metrics could be used to account for the effect of changing landscape structure on ES supply after land cover change (Frank et al. 2012) . Other landscape metrics, not tested here, could possibly explain some of the variation in the difference between the composition and configuration model. Nonetheless, the fact that sediment retention and flood control are not correlated to any of the landscape metrics tested and the distance to stream was surprising. In the analysis we compared configuration effects at cell level in very different types of watersheds, both in size and in landscape composition, because we were interested in the use of landscape metrics for mapping ES at large spatial scales. For landscape aesthetics we did partly control for differences in landscape composition by assigning different landscape preferences scores depending on the dominant land cover type. We did not test whether landscape metrics could better explain the configuration effect at the cell level within a single watershed or for similar landscape compositions. However, previous research on the correlation between landscape metrics and sediment retention showed that the results were dependent on the land cover map used (Uuemaa et al. 2005) highlighting that caution should be applied in using landscape metrics to account for configuration effects. Alternatively, to capture the complex and variable effect of configuration on these ESs we suggest to map ES capacity using spatially explicit modelling frameworks that account for configuration (e.g. Nelson et al. 2009; Jackson et al. 2013 ).
Mapping approach
The ES models in this paper have not been developed for the purpose of most accurately mapping ES capacity, but rather to allow for the distillation of a configuration effect. We next discuss our mapping approach with respect to the capacity of distilling the configuration effect.
Large outliers were observed for the flood control and sediment retention model at the cell scale (see supplementary material 1). These outliers may be explained by two factors. First, the sediment retention model has been calibrated at the watershed scale, meaning that possible errors at the cell scale have not been checked. Second, we accounted for spatial pattern on flood control using flow accumulation. Although flow accumulation has been used by previous researchers (Chan et al. 2006 ) a more detailed hydrological model might render different results. However, we aimed to rely on existing techniques for mapping ESs and therefore applied flow accumulation. InVEST, a commonly-used tool to map ESs across larger scales, only accounts for the land cover capacity to retain incoming precipitation and does not account for the spatial configuration of the watershed by accounting for water input from upstream sites (Sharp et al. 2015) . Third, neither the flood control model nor the sediment retention model accounts for saturation. This is a common issue in ES models (Nelson et al. 2009 ), but some modelling tools do account for the effect of soil saturation on water holding capacity and consequently on flood control capacity (e.g. Laterra et al. 2012; Jackson et al. 2013) . The most recent version of the InVEST model for fresh water provisioning now also accounts for water holding capacity (Sharp et al. 2015) . Incorporating saturation in ES models is important for mapping ES capacity influenced by configuration. The ES capacity at a site does not only depend on the characteristics of the cell but also on the input of either water or sediment from upstream sites. Not accounting for saturation may only result in a possible overestimation of ES capacity and is unlikely to change our finding that accounting for configuration predominantly leads to a reduction in mapped ES capacity per cell.
A limitation of our mapping approach is that the configuration models did not account for linear elements, which might result in an underestimation of the effect of configuration to ES capacity. Based on the literature review, linear elements affect ES capacity of flood control, pollination and nutrient and sediment retention. Maps of linear elements across scales are being developed using observation data or processing high resolution imagery data (e.g. Aksoy et al. 2010; van der Zanden et al. 2013) . At the European scale linear elements have been incorporated in the assessment of soil erosion (Panagos et al. 2015) and pollination (Schulp et al. 2014b) . Although linear elements only covered less than 5 % of the agricultural area, their presence increased the visitation probability of pollinators by 5-20 % (Schulp et al. 2014b) . Linear elements were the sole source of pollination capacity in 12 % of the agricultural areas (Schulp et al. 2014b) . Both mapping approaches rely on the density and not the location of linear elements within an area. Readily available, full coverage data on the location of linear elements at a resolution of 1 km or smaller are however not yet available, despite efforts in this direction for the UK and Scotland (Barr and Gillespie 2000; Brown et al. 2014) . Riparian habitats are another example of important landscape features capable of providing multiple ESs (Jones et al. 2010) . The area of riparian forest is suggested as main indicator to map ES capacity for nutrient retention at the European scale (Maes et al. 2016) . For the UK, the combination of land cover data at 25-m resolution with flow accumulation maps provides opportunities for the assessment of ESs in riparian zones and the impact of management and land cover change in riparian zones on future ES supply (Jones et al. 2010 ).
Implications for landscape management
Is landscape heterogeneity good? An important question to assess the promises of multifunctional landscapes is whether there is a uniform response of ESs to configuration (Macfadyen et al. 2012; Jones et al. 2013) . Our results suggest a non-uniform response of ESs to configuration. First of all, based on the results of our review not all ESs have a clear relation to configuration and for those ESs that are affected by configuration, different aspects of configuration affect the ESs. The effect of configuration on ES capacity is thus dependent on the ES under study. Landscape configuration and heterogeneity are believed to be capable of alleviating trade-offs between ESs. Our results suggest that configuration acts in different ways on different ES and is thus likely to introduce new trade-offs between ESs. Effects of landscape configuration on single and multiple ESs will likely depend on the location, the composition and configuration of the landscape, the set of ES studied and the level of aggregation in ES assessment. Second, we also highlighted non-uniform responses in the effect of configuration on mapping ES capacity at the cell and watershed scale (Mitchell et al. 2015a ). The total ES capacity at the watershed scale can be only slightly affected by configuration, but the locations with high ES capacity can change strongly after accounting for configuration. Management interested in maintaining locations of high ES supply should therefore account for configuration to effectively identify priority areas.
In our models we looked at the effect of configuration on single ESs and did not look at the effect of configuration on the capacity of multiple ESs. Landscape heterogeneity is not only expected to affect the level and location of ES capacity, but also the interactions between ESs (Bennett et al. 2009 ). In our literature review we did encounter studies on the relation between landscape configuration and the capacity of multiple ESs, but in line with findings from a previous review (Mitchell et al. 2013) , none of the studies looked at interactions between multiple ESs. In ES mapping studies, multifunctional landscapes or ESs hotspots are often identified by combining individual ES maps for an area (e.g. Qiu and Turner 2013) . Combining individual ES maps cannot be used as a way to reveal possible relations between configuration and landscape heterogeneity when interactions between ESs are not accounted for. Future empirical research on multifunctional landscapes should focus on the interactions between ESs and the effect of configuration on these interactions. Importantly, interactions between two ESs can be affected by landscape configuration, even when the ES capacity of the individual ESs is not affected by configuration. Landscape management for multifunctional landscapes should account for landscape configuration on ES supply as well as on the interactions between ESs.
Our results also provide relevant input for landscape management aimed at optimizing ESs. It has been argued that ES management can use landscape structure to enhance ES capacity (Jones et al. 2013; Turner et al. 2013) . Our results provide tangible evidence that tools for managing ESs in landscapes should account for landscape configuration both in assessments of ES capacity given current land use, and in the assessment of impacts of land cover change . Care should however be taken by translating findings from ES mapping studies to landscape management, especially when accounting for configuration. One reason is that recommendations based on mapping studies using coarse land cover maps, such as CORINE, are likely to only have limited use in explaining patterns of biodiversity and ESs for landscape management (Gimona et al. 2009 ). A second important aspect is that not only ES capacity but also ES demand is likely affected by landscape configuration. Studies on aesthetics and recreation often account for the landscape configuration in demand parameters such as accessibility (Guo et al. 2001; Chan et al. 2006; Chen et al. 2009; Larondelle and Haase 2013; Nahuelhual et al. 2013) or visitation rates (Wood et al. 2013) . Other research has more strongly focused on the effects of landscape configuration on ES flows arguing that ES flows are more strongly impacted than ES capacity (Mitchell et al. 2015a, b) . The fact that landscape configuration will affect ES capacity, ES demand and ES flows of multiple ESs simultaneously provides both opportunities and challenges for optimizing ESs through landscape management. Nonetheless, accounting for configuration can help protect ES capacity through identification of priority areas, and can help optimize ES capacity in landscapes through spatially explicit land management. The large differences between the composition and configuration model at the cell scale, but the smaller differences in ES capacity at the watershed scale, suggest that there is room for optimizing ES capacity by explicitly accounting for configuration in landscape management.
